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1.0 inTRoDuCTion
The Luzon Campaign, 1945 (LC) is a wargame, purpose-designed for solitaire play, which 
covers the fi ghting across the main Philippine island of luzon. You are cast in the role of US 
Sixth army Commander lt. Gen. Walter Krueger. as the single player, you actively command 
the invading US forces, while the rules direct you in the deployment of the defending Japanese. 
You win the game via the seizure of key areas on the map, or because the Japanese launch a 
desperate counter-offensive that fails. In the game, you’re under considerable time pressure 
from theater commander Gen. douglas Macarthur (portrayed passive-aggressively by the victory 
conditions and six-turn limit) to fi nish the major portion of the campaign no later than the end of 
March. that’s necessary to allow the redeployment of major aero-naval assets for the Iwo Jima 
and okinawa battles. 

1.1 Scale
the fi rst turn represents one week. Each turn after that represents half a month. Each regular 
hexagon represents 6.75 miles (11 kilometers) from side to opposite side. there’s one irregular and 
over-sized “mega hex” on the map: the “Shobu Group Base area” in west-central luzon. also note 
that, in order fi t the whole island on one map sheet, the strategically remote Bicol peninsula has 
been spatially compressed (which is why it costs more operations points to move there).

2.0 ComponenTS
the components to a complete game of LC include these rules, the map-sheet and 228 die-cut 
counters (also called “units” and “unit-counters”). You must provide one or more standard (six-
sided) dice to resolve combat and other probabilistic events that occur during play. 

The Luzon Campaign, 1945 
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2.1 The Game Map 
the map represents the militarily significant terrain found across luzon 
during the time portrayed in the game at these time and space scales. 
a hexagonal (“hex”) grid is printed over it to regulate unit placement 
and movement like the way squares are used in Chess and Checkers. 
a unit is always in only one hex at any one instant. Each hex contains 
natural and/or manmade terrain features that may affect movement and 
combat. the map’s terrain representations have been altered slightly 
from their exact real-world configurations to make them conform to the 
hex-grid; however, their relationships from hex to hex are accurate to the 
degree necessary to present you with the same space/time dilemmas 
faced by your counterpart in the actual war. 

Note: Rough terrain is indicated by the color of the hex.

2.2 Hex Grid
Each hex on the map has a unique four-digit number printed in it. they’re 
provided to help you find specific locations referred to in the rules. the 
numbers also allow you to record unit positions if a match must be 
interrupted and taken down before it can be completed. 

Example: the old (and heavily fortified) portion of Manila (Intramuros) 
is in hex 1537. 

2.3 Counters
the counters with which you’ll be most concerned represent combat 
units; others are provided as memory aids and informational markers. 
Carefully punch out all the counters. trimming the “dog ears” from their 
corners with a fingernail clipper facilitates handling and stacking during 
play and enhances their appearance. Each combat unit-counter displays 
various types of information: nationality, organizational affiliation 
and size, type, combat dice rolled, step strength, and specific historic 
identifications.

2.4 Sample Unit
the Japanese Shobu Group’s 2nd tank division is pictured below. It 
has a combat dice roll number (Cdr) of 2. one side of the unit (front) is 
printed showing its full two-step strength, while the other side (back) of 
the counter is shown at its “reduced” one-step strength (with a lower 
Cdr of 1). 

2.5 Japanese Step Strengths
all Japanese combat units contain one or two “strength steps” (also 
referred to as “step strength” or simply “steps”). that’s an arbitrary 
term used to express the ability of a unit to absorb a certain amount 
of combat losses before ceasing to be a combat-effective formation (a 
measure of its “robustness” in current US army jargon). those units 

with Cdr on only one side of their counters are “one-step” units; those 
with Cdr on both sides of their counters are “two-step” units. When a 
two-step unit takes a loss, it’s flipped so its “reduced” side shows. If a 
one-step unit, or a two-stepper that had already been reduced, takes a 
loss, it’s permanently removed from the map. No unit may ever give, loan 
or otherwise transfer a step to another unit.

2.6 Imperial Japanese Navy (IJN) Manila Defense Force Units  
this force consists of three units: the Manila Bay 
Entrance Group (MBEG) on Corregidor, the main force 
Manila Naval defense Group (MNdG) in Manila, and 
the Northern Group (NG) in Intramuros. Instead of 
Cdr, they have “1d6-1” or “2d6” or “3d6” printed on 
them, which serves a reminder of the different combat procedure used 
when they fight. See 10.6 through 10.11 for those details.

2.7 US Units
US units do not have Cdr on them; rather, their 
effective strength is gauged in terms of “operations 
points” (oP), which are not displayed on the counters 
themselves. the oP available to the various US units 
are shown by using the numbered tracks provided for each of them 
on the map sheet. oP will be expended for movement and because 
of combat. the numbers on the US units’ fronts are their historic 
organizational identities.

2.8 Sides & Colors
Each unit’s nationality is shown by its color scheme. 

Japanese Units 
Shobu Group & IJN Manila Defense Force: White on red
Thirty-Fifth Army: Black on red
General Defense Units: red on white

US Units
US Divisions: White on olive drab
US Sub-Divisional Units: Black on olive drab

Designer’s Note: Unlike most wargames, there are no “movement 
factors” printed on any of the counters. Japanese units do not actually 
move across the map in the usual sense of that term, so no such 
factors are needed for them (see section 8.0 for details). US units all 
have variable movement and combat capabilities, depending on how 
you choose to expend their OP. See section 9.0 for details.

2.9 Unit Types
due to the time/space scales used in this game, there is little 
operational or tactical differentiation among the various unit types. 
Where those distinctions do exist, they’re noted in specific rules dealing 
with them. the types of units are:

Front

Unit type Symbol

Command

Combat dice 
roll Number 

(Cdr)

Unit Size

Back

Unit 
Identification

reduced designator Infantry or 
Combined arms Paratroop

rangers tank

Static Garrison Main US Beachhead
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2.10 Unit Organizational Size
a unit’s organizational size effect on operations is covered in later 
sections of the rules. If a unit’s size symbol is bracketed, that means it 
was an ad hoc unit specifically put together for this campaign and was 
not a formation normally carried in its army’s order of battle. the unit 
sizes are: 

XXXX: Japanese “group” (roughly equivalent to a US army)
XX: division 
X: Brigade 
III: regiment or regimental combat team or group
II: Battalion
[II] : ad hoc battalion

2.11 Abbreviations
 on the counters are defined as follows:

MBEG: Manila Bay Entrance Group
MNDG: Manila Naval defense Group
NG: Northern Group (of the MNdG)
SG: Shobu (“decisive Fighting”) Group
TD: tsuda detachment

2.12 US & Japanese Hex-Control Markers 
these markers are included as informational and memory aids. their 
crucial function is explained in rules 4.8 and 4.9.

3.0 hoW To Win
In your role as commander of US Sixth Army, you are striving to defeat 
the Japanese by seizing some decisive mix of the strategically critical 
areas on the map prior to the end of March, when significant aero-naval 
resources need to be refocused toward other campaigns. Failure to do 
that results in your likely removal from command by Gen. Macarthur. 
the victory conditions given below are the same for all scenarios and 
scenario variants. With experience, you’ll find the Historical Scenario is 
the easiest to win, with the Macarthur Changes His Mind scenario the 
next hardest, followed by the Historical Scenario plus the Yamashita 
transferred Earlier Variant, followed by the Macarthur Changes His 
Mind Scenario plus the Yamashita transferred Earlier Variant. Select the 
scenario/variant you’ll play based on your own evaluation of your skill as 
a commander

3.1 Mandatory Objectives
to win, no later than the end of turn six you must control all the following 
hexes: Intramuros (1537), Manila (1538), Zig Zag Pass (0834 and 0934), 
all Manila Bay shoreline hexes (1139 north and east to 1436, and 1438 
south and west to 1140, inclusive) and Clark Field (1132, 1031 and 1032). 

Designer’s Note: Strictly speaking, Clark Field is only located in 
1132; however, for it to be operable by US aircraft you also need to 
take the two rough hexes adjacent to it.

3.2 Variable Objectives
In addition to the above, to win, no later than the end of turn six you 
must also accomplish two of the following objectives: 
1) Control 20 or more cropland hexes.
2) Control territory such that no path of Japanese-controlled hexes can 

be traced from one or more cropland hexes to any hex(s) on the 
perimeter of the Shobu Group Base area.

3) Control eight or more of the 11 towns including at least two adjacent 
to the SHoBU Group Base area on the map.

4) defeat the Shobu Group Counteroffensive.

Historical Note: In the actual campaign, Krueger chose number 
three above. To win, you must complete one more objective.

3.3 Japanese Sudden Death Victory 
If the Shobu Group Counteroffensive is launched and then succeeds in 
reaching its objective (5.4 & 11.3), play stops at that instant and Gen. 
Yamashita is declared to have won the game for Japan. Similarly, failure 
to launch a rescue mission (5.5) also results in a sudden death Japanese 
victory.

3.4 Japanese Sudden Death Defeat
If the Shobu Group Counteroffensive is launched but fails to reach its 
objective, play stops at that instant and the US is declared to have won 
the game. 

4.0 SCenaRioS, SeT up & heX ConTRoL

4.1 Historical Scenario
this is the core scenario of the game. In it, US forces come ashore where 
they did historically, and there are no changes to the Japanese order of 
battle. the main body of the rules is written with this scenario in mind.

4.2 Historical Scenario Japanese Set Up
Place the below units in the listed locations.

•  All SG units, as well as the Shobu combined force substitute unit, 
inside the Shobu Group Base area (SGBa) shown on the middle of 
the island on the map. Just pile them inside that hex-less area; no 
specific stacking or order is necessary. 

•  MBEG unit in hex 1140
•  NG unit in 1537
•  MNDG unit in 1538

Important: Place all the above units with their printed sides showing.

•  Temporarily place aside all six of the red-on-white “general defense” 
battalions (2.9). 

•  Set aside the black-on-red Japanese 35th Army units; they are 
included for a variant scenario (4.7).

4.3 Historical Scenario US Set Up
Place the below units in the listed locations.

•  Four beachhead markers into the hexes corresponding to the 
numbers printed on their reverse sides. 

•  The US 6th, 37th, 40th and 43rd Infantry divisions into the hexes 
corresponding to the numbers printed on their reverse sides. (that 
will put one division atop each of the beachhead hexes.) 
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•  Set the other three US divisions in the turn two box of the Turn Track. 
•  Place the five sub-divisional units in the Offshore Reserve Holding 

Box.
•  Place a US control marker in the highest-numbered box (10 for 

divisions, five for the smaller units) in each of the US units’ operation 
Points tracks on the map sheet.

Important: the 38th division and its component units the 149th, 151st, 
152nd and the attached 34th regimental Combat team do not have 
associated tracks on the map. Included with the counter sheet are two 
counters for each unit. Use one counter to show the unit in the game, 
and the other to track its available operations points on any available 
track.

• Place a total of 10 Japanese control markers in the hexes 
immediately around the US beachhead: 0822, 0922, 1022, 
1023,1024, 0925, 0825, 0726, 0625 and 0624. 

•  Put the turn marker in the turn one box of the Turn Track on the map 
sheet. 

4.4 MacArthur Changes His Mind Scenario
Here the assumption is Gen. Macarthur turns against the idea of making 
the landing at lingayen Gulf. You therefore must use the landing area 
Selection table, printed on the map sheet, to determine where he will 
send ashore your army.

4.5 MacArthur Changes His Mind Scenario US Set Up
In this scenario, start the US set up by rolling two dice (one at a time) 
and consulting the landing Selection table to determine where you will 
come ashore. 

•  If the dice-selected landing zone does not have four hexes, deploy 
only the number of beachhead markers that fit. 

•  The same goes for number of the divisions deployed; put any extra(s) 
into the offshore reserve Holding Box. 

•  If the selected zone has more than four hexes, pick any four 
contiguous ones and go ashore in them. 

•  The Japanese set up remains unchanged from the Historical 
Scenario., and Japanese control markers would be placed around the 
US Beachhead markers as in the Historical set-up.

4.6 Yamashita Transferred Sooner Scenario Variant
after his 1942 triumph in Malaya and Singapore, Yamashita, despite 
demonstrably being one of the best generals in the Japanese army, 
was sent to a backwater posting in China. (Premier tojo didn’t like 
him.) after tojo’s government fell, on 18 July 1944, Yamashita was still 
thoughtlessly left in China. He only got his new posting 10 days prior to 
the initial US landing on leyte. In this scenario variant, the assumption 
is he was sent to the Philippines within a few days after the fall of tojo. 
that would have given the general time to consolidate his defense 
solely on luzon (his oft-stated preference) and abandon leyte. When 
Yamashita transferred Sooner is in play, add +1 to all die rolls on the 
Japanese Hex defense table (9.2). this scenario must be combined into 
the play of the Historical or the Mind-Change scenarios above.

4.7 Japanese Thirty-Fifth Army
If you are playing the Yamashita transferred Sooner scenario variant, 
you can add this variant to make the Shobu Group Counterattack a 
serious threat (11.8). Yamashita is assumed to have withdrawn this army 

from leyte to bolster the defense of luzon. In that case, include all eight 
of those units with the SG units inside the Shobu Group Base area. 
Thirty-Fifth Army units are identified by having “35” printed to the left of 
their unit-type boxes. this variant can be played within either of the two 
scenarios given above. also note the tactical effect this army’s transfer 
will have on combat (8.2). aside from the addition of the Thirty-Fifth 
Army units into the SGBa, there are no other set up changes for either 
side.

4.8 Hex Control
at the start of play the Japanese control all the hexes on the map other 
than those of the US beachhead. a hex’s control status may only switch 
from the Japanese to the US as described below. Such control-switching 
cannot occur more than once in each hex on the map. Hex control is 
important for purposes of determining victory (3.0).

4.9 Front Line Maintenance
the first time a US unit moves in a turn, flip the marker under it to the 
Japanese control side. this is simply to mark the unit’s starting point 
(alternatively place a coin, cube, pawn, or other marker that works to 
remind you of where the unit started).  

•  Every time a moving US unit enters a hex beyond the current hexes 
with US control markers (or beachhead markers) temporarily halt 
that unit and roll one die. 

•  Cross-index the result with the type of terrain to determine the 
Japanese defense Force (the number of Japanese defenders in the 
hex). 

•  Roll the number of dice equal to the defenders and cross-index on 
the Fire table to determine hits. 

•  If the terrain movement cost plus the hits are more than the 
remaining op points of the US unit, the unit concludes its operational 
movement in the last controlled hex. the control status of the 
contested hex remains unchanged (at least for the time being).

•  If not, place the number of US control markers in the hex just 
achieved equal to the op costs (e.g. a US unit takes one Hit in a 
rough hex; place three US control markers).

•  This “snail trail” of markers will show at a glance how many OP 
points have been expended, and make it easy to move a unit, then 
move a different unit, then return to the first unit and now how many 
op have been expended.

•  At the end of the US Operations Phase, remove the extra markers 
leaving one per hex, and flip the Japanese markers back to the US 
side. 

•  See sections 8.0, 9.0 and 10.0 for more details on this aspect of play.

4.10 Japanese Operational Limits
there is only one possibility for Japanese movement and combat across 
their front line into US-controlled hexes. See 3.4, 3.5, 5.4 and 11.0 for 
details on that (potentially crucial) possibility. 

Designer’s Note: In game terms, viewed at these time and space 
scales, the Japanese never recaptured so much as one hex from the 
US. Regarding that historic overarch, you are not required to keep any 
kind of “solid front” of US units from hex-to-hex along any portion of 
the map. Further, there are US and Filipino constabulary and militia 
units, which are not represented in the counter-mix, but they are 
patrolling for you behind and along your front.
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 5.0 TuRn SequenCe
Every turn of LC is divided into phases, which are then each subdivided 
into individual checks and operations. You should conduct the various 
checks and operations, and complete the phases of each turn, in the 
sequence given in the outline below and as described in the rest of the 
rules that follow. 

5.1 Turn Sequence Outline 

Random Event Phase
US Rescue Mission Check
Shobu Group Counteroffensive Check (skip on turn one)
US Operations Phase
Administrative Phase

5.2 US Rescue Missions
roll a die, if the result is: 

1 or 2: Your intelligence staff, working in close cooperation with the 
Filipino resistance, has determined an opportunity exists for a daring 
rescue mission of PoWs and/or civilian internees. Most of that will 
take place beneath the simulation threshold of this game; however, 
you must take one US sub-divisional unit out of play for this entire 
turn. the unit you select may be in the offshore reserve Holding 
Box or in any hex on the map. remove the selected unit from the 
map and put it in the rescue Mission Holding Box. Units on rescue 
missions are unavailable for any other use prior to that same turn’s 
administrative Phase. rescue missions are not optional; refusal to 
run them results in your forfeiture of the game.

3 to 6: there is no rescue mission that turn.

5.3 Shobu Group Counteroffensive
roll a die. on a result of one, Gen. Yamashita has decided to launch his 
counteroffensive. there can never be more than one such offensive per 
game, and its operational outcome (11.0) will end play and determine 
which side has won.

5.4 US Operations Phase
during each of these phases, you can move (and possibly fight) with 
each of your US units. all movement (and potentially combat) is paid for 
by the expenditure of “operations Points” (oP) by each unit conducting 
operations on a hex-by-hex basis. 

Important: there is no set order in which operations need be run; that’s 
all up to you. See sections 8.0 and 10.0 for more details.

5.5 Administrative Phase
this is a “housecleaning phase” at the end of every turn. Move any 
sub-divisional unit in the rescue Mission Box to the offshore Holding 
Box. reset all the US oP tracks to their full settings. then roll dice equal 
to the current turn number (one die on turn one, five dice on turn five); 
this is the total number of oP’s that must be deducted from US units to 
reflect logistical problems and operational fatigue. oP may be deducted 
from any units in play as the player sees fit (thus they could be spread 
out across all units evenly or certain units could effectively be taken out 
of action for this turn). during turn’s 6’s administrative Phase, look over 
the map and make a final victory determination based on the criteria 
given in section 4.0.

5.6 Ending a Turn
after the resolution of the current turn’s administrative Phase, move the 
turn marker ahead one box on that track on the map sheet and start a 
new turn with Phase I. all six turns are identical in their phase structure. 

Exception: the Shobu Group Counteroffensive Check is skipped during 
turn one in every scenario and scenario variant.

5.7 Ending Play
the game ends with the completion of turn six, or whenever you, in your 
role as US Sixth Army commander, become convinced you can no longer 
win and you thereby concede defeat, or a sudden death victory condition 
(failure to launch a rescue Mission or Shobu Group Counteroffensive 
reaches its objective) has been triggered by events on the map, 
whichever comes first.

6.0 STaCKing
Stacking is the term used to describe the piling of more than one unit of 
the same side in the same hex at the same time. the stacking rules given 
below are in effect all through play, in every phase of the turn sequence, 
from set up through to victory determination.

6.1 US Stacking Limit
there is effectively no stacking on the US side. US combat units may 
move into and through each other’s hexes without penalty; however, at 
the end of every action there may be no more than one US unit (of any 
organizational size) in any hex on the map. 

6.2 Japanese Stacking Limit
Japanese units appear in play via their defensive garrison die rolls (9.0) 
and the Shobu Group Counteroffensive rules (5.6 & 11.0). Within those 
strictures, it’s impossible for the Japanese to over-stack.

6.3 Exclusivity of Units
Both sides’ stacking limits are mutually exclusive. that is, the number of 
Japanese units in a hex in no way affects the stacking of US units in that 
hex and vice versa. 

6.4 Free Stacking Markers
US Beachhead markers and US/Japanese hex control (flag) markers do 
not count for stacking purposes.

7.0 US REPLACEMENTS & REINFORCEMENTS 

7.1 Reinforcements
reinforcements are units that enter play for the first time after a game 
has begun. only the US side gets reinforcements. those with a “1” on 
their back side are placed in the offshore Holding Box at the beginning of 
turn one while those with a “2” on their back side are place in the Box at 
the beginning of turn two.

7.2 US Reinforcements 
Both divisions and sub-divisional units, come from the offshore Holding 
Box. that’s done by paying the costs given on the operations Point Cost 
table starting with the very first land hex entered after removal from 
the holding box. divisions may only move ashore via beach hexes; sub-
divisional units may move ashore via beach or coastal clear hexes.
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Example: a sub-divisional unit could enter at 0736, but not 0735 due to 
the town or 0635 due to rough terrain. 

US reinforcements, once entered onto the map, have all normal 
movement and combat capabilities immediately and fully available to 
them. also note that divisions coming ashore do not necessarily need to 
use the main beachhead hexes that were put down at the start of play; 
they may use any beach hexes you choose.

Designer’s Note: The main beachhead hexes are marked as such to 
designate the initial lodgment area and its accompanying logistical 
support structures. That, in turn, is important because it may have 
a decisive effect if the Shobu Group Counteroffensive is launched. 
At the operational level, the US had dominance here to the point air 
and naval supply capacities allowed for the creation of subsidiary 
logistical support operations on what was effectively an as-needed 
basis.

7.3 Replacements
replacements are increments of new troops and equipment, not 
represented by their own counters, which are used to replenish to full 
the oP capacity of US units. all US units automatically replace to their 
full oP each turn during the administrative Phase of turns one through 
fi ve.

7.4 Availability
the three US divisions with “2” printed on their reverse sides (1st Cavalry, 
11th Airborne and 25th Infantry) all become available for commitment 
at the start of turn two. all fi ve US sub-divisional units in the order of 
battle, with “1” printed on their reverse sides, are available from the 
start of turn one.

7.5 38th Infantry Division & 34th RCT
the 38th Infantry Division is a special case. It becomes available on turn 
three. It may be brought in as a division through a beachhead hex (use 
another division oP track to mark oP) or it may be brought as it was 
historically employed as three regiments (149th, 151st, 152nd ) through 
any single clear or beach hex. Select any clear or beach hex and enter 
the regiments one at a time. all three regiments must enter through 
the same hex in the same turn (though if they are later removed to 
the offshore Holding Box (7.6), they are not restricted to the original 
hex. In either case, the 34th RCT must enter through the same hex (or 
beachhead hex) if the 38th Infantry enters as a division.

7.6 Offshore Hold Box Reentry
once a division has come ashore, it may not move back into the offshore 
reserve Box. Sub-divisional units may move from the map back into the 
holding box, and vice versa, any number of times during the game if they 
are able to trace a series of US-controlled hexes to or from a beachhead 
hex. It costs one oP for a sub-divisional unit to be removed from any 
hex on the map back into the offshore Holding Box. It costs one oP for 
a sub-divisional unit to move from the Holding Box to any hex currently 
occupied by a division, after which it may conduct operations from that 
hex. thus, for “2” oP a sub-divisional unit can be redeployed from one 
sector to another as needed. 

8.0 uS moVemenT

8.1 Concept
during US operation Phase, each US unit moves and fi ghts as a separate 
unit, though movement may shift between units. once you’ve begun 
movement/combat with one US unit, you may not begin that of another 
unit until you’ve at least temporarily halted the actions of that fi rst unit.

Exception: US prepared assaults (10.6). 

Example: You may cease moving with “unit a” and then begin 
operations with “unit B,” after which (presuming “unit a” still has some 
oP left on its track) you could again resume moving/fi ghting with it.

8.2 Movement Procedure
all US ground movement takes place from hex-to-hex within the 
strictures given on the operations Points Cost table printed on the map 
sheet. No unit may ever give or loan oP to another unit, nor may hexes 
generally be skipped over during movement (exception: 8.9). all ground 
movement and amphibious movement (8.10) is from hex to adjacent hex, 
with the moving force deducting the oP needed to pay all involved costs 
as it moves. No unit may ever move farther than allowed by its remaining 
oP, nor is any moving force guaranteed any minimum movement 
capability.

8.3 Movement & Combat
Combat is a function of movement. Each time a moving US unit enters a 
Japanese-controlled hex, combat may occur there (10.2). It costs nothing 
“extra” for you to initiate a battle in a newly entered hex; if your moving 
unit had the oP needed to enter that hex, in terms of paying all the 
involved hexside and in-hex terrain costs, combat may freely occur. 

Important: If the unit enters a hex and has 0 oP left, any appearance 
of Japanese defense Force units will automatically cause a US tactical 
defeat (10.4) and force the US unit to retreat one hex.

8.4 Operations Phase Battle Rounds
Battles occurring during the operations Phase are always just single-
round affairs. See section 10.0 for more details. 

8.5 Movement after Battle
If a battle ends with the involved US unit still having the requisite oP 
available to do so, that unit may resume its movement and combat, if 
that’s what you want to do. 

Note: It is not required that a US unit continue moving and fi ghting 
simply because it has the OP needed to do so.

8.6 Operation Points Tracks
to keep track of a moving unit’s remaining oP, use the tracks printed on 
the map. Use the US hex-control markers provided in the counter-mix. 

8.7 Unlimited Attacks
Within the strictures of rules sections 6.0, 7.0, 8.0, 9.0 and 10.0, any 
Japanese-controlled hex may potentially be attacked any number of 
times, by any number of US units, during each turn’s Phase II.



Starting at the beginning of Turn one. The US player 
considers the variable objectives and determines he will 
attempt to control the eight towns south of the SHOBU 
Group Base Area (historical objective), and to cut off the 
SGBA from the croplands to the west as the additional 
objective (should the game not end by a SHOBU Group 
Counteroffensive). This is in addition to the mandatory 
objectives of capturing Manila, Intramuros, and Corregidor 
as well as clearing Clark Field, Zig-Zag Pass, and the Manila 
Bay area. A lot to fulfi ll in only six turns!

The XIV Corps, composed of the 37th and the 40th Divisions 
race south to attempt to capture Tarlac and Clark Field. 
The 40th Division moves out fi rst and has a diffi cult time, 
encountering Japanese defense battalions on both sides of 
the Arno River for a loss of one OP. Then, the 40th is stopped 
cold at Tarlac when two more Japanese units both get hits to 
bring the 40th down to 0 OP.

eXampLeS oF pLaY

TuRn 
~ 1 ~

Turn One starts off with the US player designating the 43th 
and 6th Division, the 158th Infantry Regiment and the 13th 
Armor Group as the I Corps “shoulder” force. This force 
moves into defensive positions between the Beachheads and 
the SHOBU Group Base Area. In moving into position, the 
6th Division encounters one Japanese defense battalion and 
takes one OP loss.

Next, the 37th Division moves out, taking Tarlac with one loss 
and stopping just outside Clark Field
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The 1st Cavalry Division heads for Cabanatuan, losing one 
OP to Japanese defenders, and takes up a position north of 
the river across from the town. 

Turn Two. The 503rd Parachute Regiment 
takes the 3 OP deduction and remains 
in the holding box. No rescue mission or 
Counteroffensive.

Back at Lingayan Gulf, the 25th Division 
lands and joins I Corps, freeing up the 
158th Infantry to return to the Holding 
Box for other missions. The 43rd and the 
25th are set to attack Baguio while the 6th 
Infantry advance towards Bambung with 
no resistance and the 13th Armor takes 
Santa Fe. 

The 112th Cavalry Regiment and the 6th Rangers move to the 
1st Cavalry position and fan out east and west.

The 40th Division grinds its way south through the objectives 
west of Clark Field, encounter fi rst four defense battalions 
and then three more Japanese units resulting in a 3 OP loss. 
With only one OP remaining, the 40th heads south towards 
Zig-Zag Pass. 

The 37th Division continues the drive south clearing three 
Japanese units from Clark Field with one OP loss, then on to 
San Fernando to clear two more Japanese units with another 
OP loss. Then the 37th heads southwest and south to the fi rst 
Manila Bay objective and then southeast along Manila Bay 
towards Intramuros and is stopped by a Japanese battalion 
at the Pampango River. 

TuRn 
~ 2 ~
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The 1st Cavalry, losing one OP taking Cabanatuan, advances 
and ends its move adjacent to Intramuros, ready for an all-
out assault on Turn 4.

The 37th continue its drive and pulls up adjacent to the 1st 
Cavalry. The 112th moves to the 1st Cavalry position and 
advances one more hex to position itself to support the 1st 
Cavalry’s upcoming assault.

The 11th Airborne conducts an amphibious assault at 
Batangas LZ and clears the southern side of Manila Bay and 
prepares to assault Manila from the south.

Elsewhere (not shown), the four regiments of the XI Corps 
(149th, 151st, 152nd Infantry regiments and the 34th RCT) land 
near Olongapo with two advancing into Olango and Zig-Zag 
Pass to meet the 40th Division advancing southwest, one 
heading across the Bataan Peninsula, and one heading 
down the peninsula towards Corregidor. 

Turn Three. The 503rd 
Parachute takes the 5 OP 
deduction and sits out this 
turn. Rescue Mission! The 6th 
Rangers are assigned to this 
mission.

TuRn 
~ 3 ~
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Turn 4. Back north, the 6th Division advances two 
hexes to make way for it and the 13th Armor to be 
adjacent to Bambang ready for an assault.

The below moves are not shown. 

The 1st Cav assaults Intramuros with the support of 
the 37th Div and 112th Cav Reg. 

The 11th Airborne assaults Manila from the south.

The 503rd Parachute and the 34th RCT assault and 
take Corregidor.

The 158th Inf Reg lands near Batangas and advances 
into the town.

I Corps units assault and take Baguio and Bambang.

TuRn 
~ 4 ~
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Turn 5 and 6. 158th Inf Reg lands at Aparri and begins 
driving south along the Cagayan River while the 6th 
Division breaks into the Valley from the south and 
drives north. The two columns are posed to meet on 
Turn 6 and complete the cut-off to win the game.
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8.8 Operations Point Cost Table (OPCT)
all movement costs on the oPCt are paid on a per-hex basis based on 
terrain type. Each per-hex cost is defi ned by the natural or manmade 
terrain type as listed on the table.

8.9 US Airborne Movement
the 11th Airborne Division and the 503rd Parachute Infantry Regiment 
are each capable of making one (separate) airborne (paradrop) move 
per game during Phase II of any turn. to make such a move, the unit 
in question must start the US operations Phase in either the offshore 
reserve Holding Box or Clark Field (1132, provided 1031 and 1032 are 
also US-controlled at the time). the unit may move from there (at the 
cost of one oP) to any US- or Japanese-controlled hex on the map. (If 
the latter, check for combat normally as given in section 10.0.) once on 
the ground, the unit may continue moving and fi ghting normally (in that 
and all subsequent turns). Corregidor may be moved onto using airborne 
movement. 

8.10 US Amphibious Movement
all US units (including the two paratroop units) are capable of crossing 
one or more all-water hexes and/or hexsides during their moves, which is 
termed “amphibious movement.” Each river or lake hexside crossed costs 
the moving unit one extra oP (“extra” meaning in addition to the cost 
for the terrain/water in the hex being entered). there is nothing extra 
paid for all-sea hex entries or hexside crossing beyond the one oP for the 
all-sea hex entry cost (and no Japanese Hex defense roll). there’s also 
no limit, beyond oP availability, on the number of amphibious moves any 
given US unit may make over the course of any US operations Phase. 

Important: a US unit may not end its move in an all-water hex. US 
divisions may only move into and/or out of all-sea hexes via beach 
hexes, whereas sub-divisional units may use beach or clear hexes for 
that purpose. Corregidor may be moved onto (and off) using divisional or 
sub-divisional amphibious movement.

8.11 No Pocket Breakouts
If you maneuver US units in such a way as to surround one or more 
Japanese-controlled hexes with US-controlled hexes, you have in that 
way formed a “pocket.” Note, however, nothing special happens. that is, 
there are never any Japanese “breakout” attempts, and pocketed hexes 
remain Japanese-controlled until you decide to try to take them in the 
normal way. 

8.12 Shobu Group Base Area
the Shobu Group Base area may not be entered or attacked in any 
way by US units during the entire course of play. the Shobu Group 
Counteroffensive, if it occurs, will originate from that area. See section 
11.0 for details.

9.0 JapaneSe DeFenDing FoRCe geneRaTion

9.1 General
Japanese units don’t move about the map in the manner of US units 
(8.0). Instead, each time a moving US unit or enters a Japanese-
controlled hex, you must temporarily pause its movement to “roll up” (via 
die roll) that hex’s Japanese defending force (if any). 

9.2 Japanese Hex Defense Table
the Japanese defense force for each type of hex is rolled up using the 
table printed on the map sheet. 

Example: If a US unit were entering a Japanese-controlled cropland 
hex and the die roll was a three, four Japanese “general defense” 
units would participate in the fi ght for that hex (see 10.2 for combat 
resolution). 

For hexes other than Manila, Intramuros, and Corregidor (2.7, 4.2, & 10.6-
10.10), the Japanese defenders are always chosen from the six identical 
general defense units; all with only one step and Cdr of “1” (2.6 & 2.9). 
General defense units are eliminated in every battle in which they fi ght, 
however they are immediately recycled into availability as soon as every 
battle is over. Each may be used again and again in that way in any 
number of individual battles throughout the course of the phase and the 
game. 

Important: If you’re playing a scenario in which Thirty-Fifth Army has 
been added to the Japanese order of battle, all rolls on the Hex defense 
table are increased by one.

9.3 Manila, Intramuros & Corregidor 
Manila, Intramuros and Corregidor each have their own static Manila 
defense Force (MdF) unit (respectively, the MNdG, NG, and MBG). 
the Cdr is determined by a die or dice roll as per the notes under the 
Japanese Hex defense table (Manila/MNdG = 2d6, Intramuros/NG = 
3d6, and Corregidor/MBEG = 1d6-1). this represents the total Japanese 
force in that hex and the number of dice to roll on the Japanese Fire 
table (third line). See 10.3 through 10.6 for more details.

Note: All combat takes place “in hex” rather than across hexsides.

10.0 ComBaT

10.1 Combat Procedure 
after you have determined the Japanese defense force in the hex 
into which you have just moved a US unit, go through the steps in the 
sequence below (in order) to resolve that battle. 

Important: When rolling on the Japanese Fire table, one “hit” always 
equals one oP loss to the US unit receiving it.

10.2 Combat vs. Japanese General Defense Units
roll one die, using the Japanese Fire table, for each Cdr factor among 
the involved Japanese general defense units (or the total of the die or 
dice roll for MdF units). Whether those rolls are hits, or misses depends 
on the terrain in the hex where that fi ght is taking place. 

Example: If the battle is taking place in a cropland hex, a hit would be 
scored on a roll of fi ve or six. 

Hits are implemented against (and take effect instantly) the involved US 
unit. Each hit causes the involved US unit to lose one oP. “Miss” means 
just that: no effect. after all those rolls and hits have been implemented, 
that combat is over. Set aside all the involved Japanese general defense 
units, within easy reach, for potential recycling into the next battle. For 
MdF units, see 10.7-10.9.
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10.3 US Tactical Victories 
If a battle ends with the involved US unit still in possession of one or 
more oP, you may continue to move and fight with that unit, though 
that’s not required. Hex control markers should be rearranged to show 
the new control status of the hex where the battle was just fought. 

10.4 US Tactical Defeats
If the oP level of the US unit involved in a battle with Japanese units 
other than MdF units has been reduced to zero (by any combination of 
causes and expenditures), that US unit must be moved back into the hex 
from which it entered the battle hex and then remain in place there for 
the rest of the turn. It remains there, effectively out of play until that 
turn’s administrative Phase, at which time it’s replenished with oP in 
the normal way. It is allowed for any given Japanese-controlled hex(s) 
to be entered and fought for any number of times during the same US 
operations Phase by different US units each time. Each time that occurs, 
roll up a new Japanese defense force as given in 9.2 and 9.3. Involved 
Japanese units are still treated as described in 10.2. 

Important: a US unit’s oP level is never reduced to less than zero: stop 
the battle when it reaches zero. 

10.5 US Tactical Defeats involving Manila Defense Force (MDF)
If the Japanese defense in Manila, Intramuros, or Corregidor defeats 
a US unit entering its hex (by reducing the advancing US unit to zero) 
return the defeated US unit to the offshore Holding Box. that hex could 
potentially be attacked again by other US units that same phase or 
during later turns.

10.6 US Prepared Assaults 
When attacking into Manila or Intramuros, the US player may (at an 
extra cost in oP) decide to launch a simultaneous multi-unit assault into 
the hex in question. Such operations are termed “prepared assaults.” to 
launch one, pick one US unit adjacent to the hex in question to be the 
“spearhead,” and deduct three oP for its move into the city hex. then 
deduct four oP from every other adjacent US division or 2 oP from every 
other adjacent US sub-divisional unit you want to commit to that battle 
(adjacent to either the hex being assaulted or the assaulting unit). When 
the Japanese fire is resolved, you’re free to apportion the total of oP 
losses among all your involved units as you like. 

Note: If the player achieves a US Tactical Victory but some US units 
are reduced to zero, those that have 0 OP remain in place, and those 
that have remaining OP may continue operations. 

11.0 ShoBu gRoup CounTeRoFFenSiVe

11.1 In General
during each Shobu Group Counteroffensive Check of turns two through 
six, inclusive, the Shobu Group Counteroffensive may be triggered on 
a roll of one. there can be no more than one such offensive per game, 
because (if launched) the Japanese counteroffensive ends play one way 
or another (4.4 & 4.5). If a counteroffensive is triggered, resolve it using 
the following procedures, all of which is considered to take place during 
the same Shobu Group Counteroffensive Check as the triggering die roll. 

Note: The counteroffensive is conducted without regard to the 
expenditure of OP; there are no Japanese OP.

Historical Note: In the actual campaign this counteroffensive was never 
launched, despite the fact it always remained Yamashita’s intention to 
do so. As it was, his spotty command-control situation, combined with an 
abysmal logistical set up, kept him from ever getting the project rolling. 
Even so, MacArthur’s intelligence people remained wary of the possibility 
of such a move all during this portion of the campaign, and Krueger had 
to run his operations while keeping one eye continually on the Japanese 
base area. This rules section therefore requires you to do the same.

11.2 Counteroffensive Final Objective
the final objective of the counteroffensive is always the nearest (by hex-
count at one point per hex) US beachhead hex or US-controlled Manila 
or Intramuros (whichever is closest among the three hexes) without 
entering a beach or coastal hex (unless it contains the beachhead/final 
objective). If one or more potential final objective hexes are equidistant 
from the SG’s starting location, resolve that choice with a die roll. 

Example: Hex 0923 is the nearest objective in the Historical scenario.

Note: Because the game will be over after this counteroffensive, 
players may want to remove all of the control markers currently on the 
map and then use Japanese control markers to mark the shortest path.  

11.3 LTG Kruger’s “Shoulder”
the U.S. Command was greatly concerned with the possibility of a 
counter offensive given the proximity of the historical beachhead to the 
Japanese base, and that most of the american forces were advancing 
towards Manila and thus away from this area. to reflect this situation, 
the player must allocate a minimum of three divisions or two division 
and two sub-divisional units as a screening force (historically, this was I 
Corps). 

•  In the Historical scenario, these units must stay with three hexes of 
the SHoBU Group Base area (and presumably at least one of these 
units is on the Shobu Group’s path to the final objective hex). 

•  In the alternative scenarios, the US player must fulfill the above 
screening force requirement, or must maintain a line of units across 
the island such that the Shobu Group must move adjacent to and 
thus engage one or more US units to move to the closest objective 
hex. 

If the screening force is not present and there is any (not just the closest) 
empty final objective hex Shobu Group can reach without moving onto 
or next to a US unit anywhere along the path, it will go to that hex no 
matter the length of that path and the game ends at that moment with a 
sudden death Japanese victory.  

Note: This rule is meant to force the US player to “look over his 
shoulder” (as LTG Krueger phrased it) and defend the beachhead hexes 
either directly with units on or adjacent to them, or to set up a line of 
units across the island such that the SGBA must engage one or more 
US units to move to the closest objective hex. When the screening 
force is in play, it frees the other American forces to advance without 
concern about leaving gaps in their lines.
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11.4 Shobu Group Counteroffensive without Thirty-Fifth Army
In scenarios in which Thirty-Fifth Army is not in play, take the total of 
seven Japanese Shobu Group divisions and brigades and line them up 
in front of you at some convenient location on the non-hex portion of 
the map sheet. deploy the five division-sized units with their “1” Cdr 
side showing upward. then place the “Shobu” substitute unit (with the 
bracketed “XXXX” size symbol) adjacent to the initial hex where it will 
begin its drive toward its final objective.

11.5 Advance of the Shobu Group
Move the single Shobu substitute counter along the most direct overland 
hex path (no all-lake or all-sea hexes or hexsides may be used) toward 
its final objective. If it enters one or more US-controlled hexes that 
contain no US unit keep it moving forward. It’s not necessary to readjust 
control markers. If, however, the Japanese force moves adjacent to a 
US unit, it must enter that US unit’s hex and fight a battle. If the Shobu 
Group comes adjacent simultaneously to more than one US unit, it 
will fight the one that will take it closer to the counteroffensive’s final 
objective (again, counting each hex as one point, no matter the terrain). 
If they’re equidistant, Shobu Group will move against the weakest one 
(in terms of oP count). resolve the situation via a die roll If the US units 
are equidistant and of equal oP strength. 

Important: the Shobu Group never enters a beach or coastal hex unless 
it contains a US beachhead marker or Intramuros or Manila.

11.6 Successful Shobu Group Counteroffensive Advances 
If any US unit is reduced to zero oP due to being attacked by the Shobu 
Group, that US unit is immediately and permanently removed from play 
and the Japanese counter offensive force then continues its course. a 
Shobu Group Counteroffensive, at its conclusion, and dependent on its 
operational outcome, will always end the game one way or another (3.4 
& 3.5).

11.7 Shobu Group Fire
roll a die for each unit in the group one at a time using the Japanese 
Fire table. as each Japanese unit fires, it is permanently eliminated and 
removed from play. If the involved US unit is reduced to zero oP (scoring 
hits and misses as given above in 10.2) and there are still one or more 
SG units that haven’t fired, remove that US counter from the map; it is 
permanently eliminated. then continue the advance toward the final 
objective with the surviving portion of the Shobu force (as represented 
on the map by the single substitute counter). repeat that process until 
all Japanese units within the SG have been eliminated or they have 
reached their final objective hex, whichever comes first. If Shobu Forces 
reaches its final objective hex and there is no US unit present there, 
or there is a US unit present, but it has zero oP, the game ends in a 
Japanese victory. If Shobu Force reaches its final objective hex and there 
is a US unit present there with one or more oP, another battle is fought 
and resolved as described above. If that battle ends with the Japanese 
eliminating that final US defense, the game ends in a Japanese victory. 
If the US defense holds (with all SG divisions, brigades and detachments 
having fired themselves into elimination while the US defender still has 
one or more oP; the game ends in a Japanese defeat.

11.8 Shobu Group Counteroffensive with Thirty-Fifth Army
If you’re playing a scenario in which Thirty-Fifth Army has been added to 
the Japanese order of battle, the procedure is the same as above except 
as follows. that is, the five SG divisions are this time deployed with 
their “2” Cdr sides showing upward. all eight units of Thirty-Fifth Army 
are added to the SG starting force, and the six divisions within it are 
also deployed with their stronger Cdr in use. When a Japanese division 
fires using its Cdr of 2, afterward, rather than it being eliminated 
immediately, it’s flipped over so its Cdr of one is showing. that allows it 
to participate in another round of combat in that same hex (if necessary 
to try to get the defending US unit’s oP down to zero) or in another hex 
farther along the path of the advance against a different US unit.
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uS opeRaTionS poinT CoST TaBLe

Enter a Japanese-Controlled Manila or Intramuros or Sierra Madre Hex
3

Enter a Japanese-Controlled Clark Field* Hex or any Bicol Peninsula Beach Hex 2

all other land & all-Sea Hexes 1

Cross a river or lake Hexside +1**

launch a Prepared assault into Manila or Intramuros 3

Support a Prepared assault into Manila or Intramuros 4/2***

*For entry purposes, Clark Field is considered to be hexes 1031, 1032 & 1132.
**Paid in addition to the cost for the hex being entered. Ignore this extra cost when crossing a 
river hexside while moving from an already US-controlled hex to a US-controlled hex.
***4 for division units, 2 for sub-divisional units

Japanese Hex Defense Table      
 

DIE ROLL 1 2 3 4 5 6-7

Hex Type Number of Japanese Defending Units

Town Adjacent to SGBA* or Cropland 2 3 4 5 6 6

Clark Field or Zig Zag Pass 1 2 3 4 5 6

Other Towns 0 0 1 1 2 2

Rough 0 0 0 0 1 1

Clear or Sierra Madre Mountain 0 0 0 0 0 1

Beach & Coast 0 0 0 0 0 0

+1 to all the die rolls on table above if Yamashita transferred Sooner is in play. 
Manila = 2d6:  roll 2-12 times
Intramuros = 3d6: roll 3-18 times     
Corregidor = 1d6-1: roll 0-5 times
*SGBa = Shobu Group Base area 

Japanese Fire Table

DIE ROLL 1 2 3 4 5 6

BATTLE IS IN

Sierra Madre or a Town Adjacent to 
Shobu Group Base Area  

Miss Hit Hit Hit Hit Hit

Clark Field or Zig Zag Pass Miss Miss Hit Hit Hit Hit

Other Towns or Manila or 
Intramuros or Corregidor or Manila 
Bay objectives (stars)

Miss Miss Miss Hit Hit Hit

Rough or Cropland Miss Miss Miss Miss Hit Hit

Clear/Beach/Coast Miss Miss Miss Miss Miss Hit
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MAGAZINES
Fire & Movement
1          40
2-10, 21     25
12-20, 37, 38, 41, 45, 48, 53, 83, 
137-139, 143, 145    15   
22-27, 29, 31, 32, 36, 39-40, 42-44, 
46-47, 49-52, 54-56, 59, 73,77     10
33-35, 60-67, 68-76, 78-79, 80-93,
95-108, 110, 111, 113-115, 116     6
121-127, 136      7
149, 150     8

The General
13.5  20
14.5-6; 15.1-2, 4-6; 16.1, 3, 4, 6 15
17.1-6; 18.1, 3-6; 19.1-6; 20.1-6; 21.1-2,
21.1 4-5; 22.1-2, 4-6; 23.1-2; 24.2-3, 5-6; 
25.1-4, 6; 26.1-4; 27.3-6; 28.1-3, 5; 
29.1-3, 6; 30.1-3  10

MAGAZINES WITH GAMES

ARES (OSS 2014)
2  Invasive Species 30

Against the Odds
3 Kesselschlacht 35
4 Napoleon at Ibe Berezina 35
5 North Wind rain 35
8 Fortress Berlin  35
9 Suleiman Magnifi cent 35
12 Chennault’s First Fight 35 
15 Cactus throne 35
18 Golden Horde 35
28  tarleton’s Quarter 35
30  lash of the turk 35
34  right Fierce & terrible 35
36  defeat to Victory: Burma 1944 35
37  Bloody Honor: rCW 35
39  Brave Fellows: durrenstein 1805 35
40  liliburlero: Battle of Boyne 35
41  Circle of Fire: Siege Cholm 1942 40
42  thunder Upon the land 40
43  Islands of the damned 40
44  Vercingetorix 40
aNN #2 look away! 45
aNN #5 Four roads Moscow 45
aNN #7 Folorn Hope 45
aNN #8 la Bataille de Vauchamps 50
aNN #9 Set Europe ablaze 50
Camp Study #3: Bradley's d-day 45

C3i
29  Plan orange 30
30 South Pacifi c 36
31 Wakefi eld 40

Command
1 Blitzkrieg ’41 P85
2 Sunrise of Victory 100
5 Hamburger Hill P75
6 Krim P30
9 Inchon P40
11 Hougoumont 25
15 I am Sparatcus P50

16 Storm in West 1918 P60
19  Port arthur 30
21 Blood & Iron 40
23 Sekigahara 45
24 Czech ’38  P40
26 When tigers Fight 50
29 1914: Glory’s End 40
37 Mukden & Moscow option P25
38 Great War in Near East 35
40 Buena Vista & Moscow Burning  35
42 Hell B4 Night/Blitz 40 35
43 Chattanooga 35
44 dark Victory & 2nd Front 35

STRATEGY & TACTICS 
MAGAZINE W/ GAMES

33 Winter War 120
37 Scrimmage 60
41 Kampfpanzer  60
44 tank 45
46 Combined arms 55
49 Frederick the Great 60
51 World War I 85
54 dixie 40
55 Breitenfeld 50
56 revolt in the East 45
58 Conquistador 55
59 Plot to assn Hitler 35
60 road to richmond 60
61 october War 50
62 South africa 45
63 Veracruz 1847 40
64 raid! 40
65 Cobra 65
67 Stonewall 55
68 Kharkov 55
69 tannenberg 40
70 Crusades 45
71 Battle for Cassino 50
72 armada 50
73 Panzer Battles 40
74 Ney vs Wellington 60
75 Napoleon's art of War 60
76 China War 50
77 Paratroop 50
78 Patton's 3rd army 50
79 Berlin ’85 60
80 Wilson's Creek 60
81 tito 40
82 Fifth Corps 60
83 Kaiser’s Battles  45
84 operation Grenade 60
85 Fighting Sail 60
86 Cedar Mountain 60
87 desert Fox 60
88 Baor 50
89 Sicily 40
90 Monmouth 50
91 rdF 50
92 Iwo Jima 60
93 american Civil War 50
94 Nordkapp 45
95 Soldiers of the Queen 50
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96 Singapore 50
97 trail of Fox 60
98 Central Command 50
99 thunder at luetzen 45
100 Super Powers 75
101 Cromwell’s Victory 70
102 Monty's d-day 60
103 road to Vicksburg 70
104 Colonies revolt 50
105 ruweisat ridge 50
107 Warsaw rising 50
109 target: libya 45
110 Hastings, 1066 65
112 Patton to War 55
113 Battle of abensberg 40
114 Battle of Eckmuhl 45
115 Kanev 35
116 Manchu 35
117 No German Plain 55
118 the tigers are Burning 50
119 Horse Soldiers 60
120 Nicaraugua 40
121 Indian Mutiny 40
122 Pegasus Bridge 40
123 Campaign in Valley 35
124 Fortress Stalingrad 35
125 Far Seas 40
126 Beirut ’82 30
127 rush for Glory 20
128 africa orientale  40
129 Harvest of death 30
131 donau Front 40
133 Baton rouge 20
137 Men at arms 60
138 Eylau 25
140 objective tunis 20
142 red Beach one:
  tarawa (solitaire) 20
143 rio Grande:Valverde 20
144 Chad: the toyota Wars 20
146 Italian Camp: Sicily 25
147 Holy War: afghanistan 35
148 Cropredy Bridge  15
150 Italian Camp: Salerno 50
151 Vittoria/Friedland 35
152 Case Green 25
153 Felix/ZaMa 30
154 russo-turkish War 60
155 Italian Camp: anzio 25
156 White Eagle Eastward 40
157 roman Civil War 85
158 red Sun, red Star 65
159 Zeppelin 60
160 Italian Camp: MedWar 25
162 Clontarf/Saipan 25
163 Seven Years War 40
164 Balkan Wars 40 
165 Caesar in Galia 100
166 Savage Station 75
167 austro-Prussian War 85
168 operation Shock troop 45
169 Battles of atlanta I 75
170 Battles of atlanta II 75

171 on to Moscow 60
172 Molotov's War 60
173 30 Years War 100
174 Indo-Pakistani War 60
175 Germania 85
176 Blood on the tigris 55
177 Hundred Years War 100
178 Guadalcanal 65 
179 First afghan War 20
180 reinforce the right! 35
182 Balkans 1941 60
184 twilight's last Gleaming 75
189 Charlemagne 125
192 GWIE 75
193 Crimean War 75 
194 Forgotten axis: Murmansk 50
195 Borodino 60
196 Vietnam Battles 85
199 Forgotten axis: Finnish 45
200 French Foreign legion 125 
201 Crimean War (SPI) 45
202 taipei 125
203 Xenophon 100 
204 twilight of Hapsburgs 85
208 Back to Iraq 25
212 rough & ready: Mex-am. War 25
214 Marathon & Granicus 30
216 asia Crossroads: Great Game 35
218 Chancellorsville/Plevna 22
219 Span. Civil War Bat, vol 2 25
221 7 Years World War 70
223 1918 40
224 Sedan Campaign 30
226 Middle East Battles 22
227 CBI: Vinegar Joe's War 75
228 old Contemptibles 22
229 Khan: Mongols 75
230 downfall: op olympic 30
235 Cold War Battles: 
  angola & Budapest 30
236 they died w/Boots on!: Vol I
  Custer & Quebec 30
237 No Prisoners! Camp lawrence 23
239 Winged Horse: Vietnam 65 23
240 1066: End of dark ages 23
241 twilight of ottomans 24
244 SE drive on Moscow 125
245 triple alliance War 24
248 First Blood, Second Marne 24
249 Nap Forgot Btls: EC & rSW 24
252 New Mexico Campaign 25
254 Hannibal's War 25
255 First Battle Britain 25
256 Marlborough's Bat: ram & Malp 25
257 Chosin 26
258 San Juan Campaign 25
259 Battle for China 1937 25
260 Black Prince: Crecy & Navarette 25
261 Kaiser's War 30
262 Frederick's War 30
263 Cold War 2: Wurzburg & Kabul 30
264 Shiloh: Bloody april 30
266 Julian 30
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USA CANADA REST OF THE WORLD
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